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Mister Chen’s is a hip, lively restaurant and lounge serving
craft cocktails and innovative Asian cuisine inspired by
Asian flavors in a fun and ultramodern setting. At the
heart of the fully integrated audio system is the Rane
Zonetech.
The Rane Zonetech forms an integral component of the
audio system for the entire restaurant - including the DJ
booth, main restaurant area, lounge and the world class
private dining room with an exclusive menu, cutting
edge visual elements and dedicated staff.
The restaurant features a mixture of speakers - both inceiling and an Alto Professional TS215S to cover the low
end. The overall management of the audio is controlled
via the DR6 7” color screen situated under the DJ booth.
The fully integrated solution allows full, simplified control
for the restaurant staff to select and allocate sound
sources throughout the restaurant, all in an easy-to-use
elegant signal management solution. Additionally, the
private room features it’s own dedicated control courtesy
of Rane Commercial DRZH featuring source selection
and level control via an elegant single knob, a sleek black
glass design and an integrated OLED display.
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About Rane
Since 1981 musicians, DJs, contractors and integrators
have chosen Rane Corporation (rane.com) as an
established innovator in problem-solving pro audio
tools, affordably priced with unequalled reliability and
customer service. Based in Mukilteo, WA, all products
are designed and engineered exclusively in the United
States from imported and domestic parts with worldwide
product distribution.

“As an integrator, I found the Zonetech extremely user
friendly and intuitive. One of the features that makes it
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amazing for integrating in a small/medium space is the
functionality of the Parametric EQ being available on the
INPUT and the OUTPUT of each of the channels. With
this feature, you can do without an additional audio
processor on the install. The end result, with the added
touchscreen DR6 controller, is a simple setup that doesn’t
require the customer to take part in extensive education
sessions, resulting in fewer call backs. I look forward to
installing many more Zonetech’s in the future.”
For more Rane DSP solutions visit rane.com/commercial
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